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Abstr:lct
Se nsor-baseu robot motion olannin!! in an uncertain
environment, especially for autono~ous vel1ic!es. has attracted
much attenti on recentlv. It s natural exten s ion to 3 D am1
manipulators Calls for
C:lpabi lity tO sense an approaching
obstacle by any po int of the robot body. 1l1is paper describes an
o n-going research project in our laboratory o n the development
of a se.1sitive skin and its control scheme fo r a 3D robot arm.
The skin con sists o f hundreds of active infra-red proximity
sensors that cover the whole arm bodv. Details of the skin
design arc presented. along with the compute r hardware and
operating logistics. and the sensor d:Jta interpretation algorithm
that connects th is subsystem to the global motion planni ng
subsystem.
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Introduc ti on
The problem o f thi.! sensor-based control for an autonomous
veh icle operati ng in an unknown envi ronme nt h:1s been a topic
or :Jctive research in recent years tsee. e.g. [ 1-3]). A natur:Jl
exte nsion of this proble:n is to coll ision-free mo tion of
three-dimension:!! (3D) robot arm m:1nipulators o per:Jting in
worksp:1ce with unknown obstacles. One :1pproach here is to
cover the surface of the robot arm with an array of obstacle
sens itive sensors. Obstacles appearin g from any direction can
then be detected. and appro priate action IJ.ken to avoid collisio n.
Th is approach had been fou nd successful in the preliminary 2D
fea s ibi lity study [4]. In that version. o nl y two d egrees of
freedom were used. and o nly those sides of the arm that could
interact with obstacles during planar motion were covered with
se nsors. It was sh own, specifica ll y, that with no previous
knowled ge about the obstacles and using on ly sensor data, the
arm was capable of moving to a g iven target position if this were
possible, or conclude in fin ite time that no path ex isted if such
we re the case.
This paper descn bes the next stage in th is project and is
concerned, specifically. with design of what we call the sensitive
s kin of the robot and its incorporation into the control and 3D
g lo bal motion planning subsystems. The skin is composed of
many individual optical proximity sensors that are o rgani zed in
the form of a grid o n the su rface o f the arm. The skin covers all
the :ue:~s of the arm that mi ght in principle come in contact with
obs tJc!e ~. This incluucs pr:~ctic::~lly the whole :t rm body,
including the wri s t. The density of se nso rs on the s kin is
chosen such that no obstac les can approach the arm without
being sensed by the sensors. No actu:~l contact with objects in
the environment takes place d urin g thl.! opera tion. as the sensors
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usc reflected light to sense obstacles: ;he sensing distance of
eac h sensor is from 3 to 10 inches.
In the cu rrent
implementation , 500 sensors bbnkct thl.! ~obot am1, a General
Elecaic P5 robot. The motion planning system that controls the
skin operates with the arm major linkage - that IS, with the fi rst
three arm joints. The remaining wrist joints are not controlled
directl y, although the collision-free motion of the bodv of the
wri st is still guaranteed.
·
T he sensitive skin and the hardware and software that
control it present the lower level subsys tem of the motion
planning system. Also o n this level is a module that p lans small
steps at every moment when the arm is moving tOward its target
position in free s pace or is maneuvering in 3D space around an
obstacle. In the latter case, the step planning al gorithm must
g uarantee that, first, no collision with the obstacle takes p lace,
and second, a "contact" with the obstacle is mJintaincd at the end
o f the step. The terms "contact" and "contact point" here refer to
the situation when an obstacle is within the se nsitivity ran ge of
one or more ski n sen sors.
Below, we first describe the sensor system. then give a briei
review of the computer system that contro ls it, and finall y
discuss the step planning method. For Jack of space. no proofs
of statements related to the step planning algorithms are given
here. Also. no details·of the g lobal motion plannin g strategy to
be used with the described system are provided; for th ose, see

[5] .

The Sensor Svstem
Each sensor in the 500 sensor array cons ists o f a pair of
elements; one element e mits infra-red ( IR) light. w here:~s the
other element receives the reflected light. The light is amplitude
modulated to enhance immuni rv to other rR sources, and to o ther
sensors. The lancr characteristic is important for the case when
the lig ht of one sen sor's transm itter falls o n the rece iver of a
sensor on the other iink. 11te iink.s on the aniculated arm that are
covered by sensors arc It , 12 , and the wrist, Figure I. Sensors
are time multiplexed to prevent cross-talk between sensors o n
the same link. Also. sen sors on each link mod ulate the
transmi tted light at di fferent frequencies to prevent cross-talk
between links. 1l1is way, light from the transmitter of a sensor
is detected by o nly its :Jssociated receiving sectio n.
The output of the se n sor is proportio n:~! to th e :1mount of
rct1ected light returnin g to the receiver, and provides for an
analog indication of obstacle proximity. This ou tput signal is
affected by the colo r. s hape and size of the obstacle.
The infra-red light is modulated a t 135 kHz fo r link 12 and
67.5kHz for lin k 11• :1nd transmitted by the infra-red emitting
diode (IRED). The two frequencies arc kept at a constant 2: I
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ratio so that li!!iH emitted from one iink's sensor do.:s not
in<cricrc \vith th~ sensor of the 01h<:r link.

Figure l. Sketch 'of robot ann
The detection and nrocessin(! of the reflected li!!ht is done in
the detection circuit. Fi gure 2. There is one detection circuit per
link. First. the reflected light is convened to a current bv a PIN
diode. Figure 2. Both sekcrors S! and S2 select :1dj:tc::nt
optical componen t pairs. and consis t of several analog
multiplexers cascaded together. Each analog multiplexer chip
selects one of 16 analog signals, and is controlled by a four bit
input. It also features an 'inhibit' input . so that any number of
analog signals can be selected by connecting the output of
several chips together, and then applying a logic 'low' to the
'inhibit' input of one chip. and a logic 'high' to the rest of the
chips [6].
The output signal of S2 is amplified by the operational
amplifier (op-amp) A 1. The high pass filter consisting of
op-amp A2 and associated components remove a large pon ion of
the ambient room li!!iHin!! at DC and 60 Hz. The tran smitted
signal is the n synchronously detected by op-amp A3 to
demodulate the high frequency signal of the LED down towards
DC. Lastly, the signal is tlitered by the third order Butterwonh
filter composed of op-amps A4 and A5 [7].
The synchronous detector consists of op-amp A3 and
associated compo nents and functions by alternating its gain
from +I to -I depending on whether the junction transistor Q1 at
its noninverting input is on or off. This switching is in step with

the flashin!! ot' the IRED , causin!! frellucncics at t!1..: uJJ
h:trmonics of the switching frcque;c::
be highly rejcc:eJ.
This results in a high degree of optical isol:nion between the
sensors of each link.
The sensor that we used before in [ 41 also had a
synchronous detector to filter out unJesirable components in the
received signal. but the de:ection was accomplished by a
different circuit. With the new circuit. as manv as 300 sensor
pairs share a single detector circui t in our curreni sensor system:
in con trast. only 16 sensor pairs sh ared one detectOr circuit in
[4!. 1l1e new detector circuit is more compact. making it more
suitable for use with the sensor system since the electronics c:.u1
occupy little space

to

1l1e optical components (LED and PlN diodes) are mounted
on the surface that constitute the sensitive skin covering the
robot arm.
The surface is made of a novel material
manufactured from a capton compound. and is only 0.0085"
thick. It is cladded with two layers of copper. one on each s ide.
and is very flexible. Physically, the mate:ial behaves simil:J.r to
light gauge sheet metal; electrically, it behaves similar to a
double sided printed circuit board. It is processed as an ordinary
copper cladded board, and the optical components arc soldered
onto it. This materi al thus provides for both electrical
connection to all the electronic components, as well as for
structural.support. The skin is made from three sheets of this
material, the largest being a section 2 feet by 4 feet that covers
link 12 and the wrist, and two sheets that cover the two parts of
link 11 , Figure 3. Electronics that controls the optical
components, Figure 2, are contained o n a card between the skin
and the robot ann.
One challenge in covering a robot arm with a sheet of
material is the covering of the joints. The human skin srretches
and contracts, while maintaining its sens in g capabil ities, a
feature that is difficult to imitate in a sheet of material that
incorporates electronics and sensors. Different types of joints,
such as revolute or prismatic, may require different solutions.
Our solution for the General Electric P5 robot is shown in
Figure 3 where the part of the skin covering link 12 and the wrist

sensor pairs of one link

~

S l & S2 arc analog m ulti plexers. type CD4067B
A l through AS are JFET operati onal ampl ifieu. type LF347
Figure 2. Schematic of the detector circuit for one link
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has :m opemng 1n rhe sensor m:neri:ti :n jo1n1 13- The sheer or rile
skin rh:n covers rhe pan of link I~ near rhe JOi n! ~litic:~ above a
similar sh..:er thar covers link 11•
A nor he~ challenge in designing rhe flexi bk sk in rt:I:Hcs to the
wires th:n conrro l rhc sk in sensors and run along rhc ann. 1l1esc

Figure 3. Skerch of !he sensirive skin on rhe ann.
cables have to susrain flexing and must nor prorrudc from the
ann. to avoid the possibility of collision. One way ro conrain the
problem is to have as few wires running across the joints as
possible. From this standpoint. in a system with 500 sensors. it
is not desirabk to have a multiple of 500 wires connecting the
sensor system. There is a conflicting requirement. however: the
svstem needs to be able to address each sensor individuallv,
because we wi s h to know where obstacles are occuning wiih
respect to the robot arm .
To meet these requirements, a serial clocking scheme is
incorporated into the addressing mechanism.
As was
mentioned before. the circuitry s hown in Figure 2 is contained
on a card located between the sensor skin and !he robOt link. In
addition to this c ircuit, a nine bit binarv counter is also contained
on the card. On every increment of this counter. a different
sensor pair is enabled and made to sense for the presence of an
obstacle. The counter is clocked by the microprocessor that
processes the sensor data. and is reset by a 'high' pulse o n the
same signa l line that clocks the counter. The result is that a
vinually infinite number of sensors can be :~ddressed in a pseudo
random fashion us ing only one signal wire.
As a result of this seri:~ l d:~ta i/o (input and output) , the
sensor link is monitored throu gh only five wires, laid across the
joint connecting links 11 and 12. These include the following
signals: sensor selec t in, analog proximity data out, I RED
modulatio n frequency, :md power supply.

Computer Hardware
The computers that control the sensitive skin and motion
planning subsystems are T800 Transputers from the Inmos
Corporation. Each is a 32 bit machine with an on-chip floatin g
point processor and 4 high speed seri:1l direcr memory access
(DMA ) lines. The computing power of this machine is about I
million scal:lf floating point operations p~.: r sewnd ( I MFlop).
In the current impk ment:J.t ion. rwo such micros arc used: one for
handling sensor and robot interface. and the o ther for handlin g
user intcrt·ace and path planning. The development statio n is an
IBM compa tible containing :1. Transputer that runs the edito r.
compiler. :1 nd the Tr:~nsputcr network server. Supervising the
whole ~yqcm is a Mi cro Vax sration which docs necessary
documenting and graph ics displays of rhc experimental data.

Stco Pl<.i11nin!! Al!!oritlun
T he ove ~JIJ path planning sy~te:n is hierarchic:J.I. consisring
of :1 global pl:mner that detennines the overall ~tr.negy . and the
local step planner that is used for se:1sor data interprct:uion and
for planning the smallest s reps that const itute the :Jnn·s g!ob;tl
mot ton. 1l1e objective o f step pi:J.nning is to either move the arm
toward the target position in free space along a pres pecified
trajectory (e.g., :1 str:Jight line for the t;:nd effectOr), or mant;:uver
it :1round an obstacle. whih: keeping in close proximity to it.
The fonner mode takes place when the skin senses no obstacles,
where:Js the !alter mode takes place w hen at leas! one skin sensor
senses an obstacle.
Since conrrolling motion in free space is quite
straightiorward, we will concentrate now on step planning in !he
viciniry of obsracles. Wr:, present this process in tem1s of the
con figuration space of those joints that are bein!! conrrolled.
When the sensor system informs the global pi<7nner thar it
encountered an obstacle. the latter prescribes the ann to move
along the intersection curve bet\veen the obst:Jc!e :~nd :1 cenain
plane. Since the intersecrion curve itsel f is unknown, it is the
task of the step planner to sense it and to maneuver the arm
along the curve.
The problem of interpre ting rhe data from 500 proximitv
sensors is handled by a method that p resents an extended 3D
version of the 20 algori thm described in [41. Input data to the
s tep planning algorithm is provided by the sensor system; the
location of each sensor that senses an obstacle relative to the ann
body is derennined wirh a look-up table. In contrast 10 tactile
systems, such :Js [8]. the arm does not rub against the obstacle.
but slides inste3d :!long the obstacle's surface, while keeping at
some dis!ance from it. Using the sensor data Jnd the step
planning algorithm described next. su rface contour following
occurs in a collision free fash ion. For each sensor that comacts
an obstacle, the conditions necessary to slide about that sensor
are determined. Specifically, the local nonnal of the tangent
plane at the cont:J.ct point between the robot and the obstacle in
configuration space is found. Motion in this tangent plane is
considered to be the safest motion possible. If more than one
sensor are simultaneously in contact with obstacles, more than
one tangent plane appear, and a choice must be made as to which
of these planes is the safest. New loca l nonnals are repeatedly
calculated after each motion of the robot arm.
Since o nly rhe ftrst three degrees of freedom of the robot are
used for active control. the motion of the robot can be
represented by a point automaton that operates in the
three-dimensional confi guration space (0 1, 0 2 ,0 3 ) where 0i
:1re the angular joint variables. Corresponclingly, any obstacle in
the work space has its image in the configuration space.
Suppose that the arm is in contact with an obst:J.cle. This
corresponds to the :~utom:J.ton being positioned on the su rface of
that obstacle's image in the configuntion space. A tangent pl:111e
C:Jn be defined at the point of contact between the robot and the
obstacle. Now the automaton should move alon g this tangent
plane to minimize the likelihood of collision with the obst:~cle.
If the size of the step is chosen so that after its completion the
arm is srill positioned within the area that is currentl y known
(based on the sensor data) to be fre e of obstacles. the motion is
gu:lfanteed to be collision-free. This tangent plane. an essemial
facto r in surface following, is defined by its nomul vecror and
can be found from the location of the obsr:~cle with respect ro
the arm.
For every sensor rhat encounters an obstacle. a local nonnal
is calcul ated. Thus. if several sensors are detccrin!! obstacks. :1
bundle of local nonnals will be generated . Choosrng a specific
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Figure 4. Sketch of robot a.rm

Figure 6. Type 11 obstacle

Figure 5. Type I obstJcle

Using forward kinematics. we find the vector of coordinates
of P:

P=(~:)= (~~~:)J

III

IP

pz

52

Differentiating P with respect to 8, denoted by D 8 P. we can
find the Jacobian [9]. Notice that because 8 3 does not enter in
( l ) we obtain a two-column Jacobian:
Figure 7. Type III obstacle
direction of motion among the gener:ued contact planes is done
by the global path planning algorithm. wh ich is not discussed in
depth in this paper. The corresponding tangent plane s are
intersected with the plane prescribed by the global planner. 1l1e
resulting tangent lines can then be treated simi lar to the
two-dimen sional case considered in [4].
The procedure for local normal generation described below
assumes robot links of zero thickness (figure 4 ). In spite of
this. the step planning algorithm can be used wi th real robots.
The reason for that is that the sensor system provides an analog
proximity reading. This information is then used to achieve
better contour following of the obstacle, similar to the rotation of
the calculated local tangent used successful ly in (4]. By using
th e sensor readin gs continuously. as the obstacle is bein g
followed. the local normal can be adjusted to compensate for the
approximations used during the local normal calculation process.
We turn now to the proced ure for comp uting the normal
vec10r of an ind ividual tangen t plane. Depending on their
location with respect to the arn1, obstacles can be grouped in
three c:uegories easi ly recognized by the sensor system: T ype I.
T ype II. and Type Ill. Hereafter. the fo llowing substitutions
will be made to enable a more compact notation

.

[

J 1 =Da P =lp

c 2c I

-s2 s I

-c 1 s 1

-s 2 c 1
c2

0

l

(2)

Using (2) . find the motion of P in tcm1s of the motion of
joints 8 1 and 8 2:

(3)

We wi sh to move point P of the arm along the line CD,
Figure 5, perpe ndicular to PM and 11 . Thi s corresponds to
th.t:se two vectors bein(g:;:all lei to each other:
d P Y parallel to CD

(4)

dPz

(5)

C; =cos 8; . s; =sin 8;. c(i·J) = cos(8;- 8J);

s<•·i> = sin(8;- 8i) . i = 1,:!.3;
c"' = cos IX , s"' = sin IX, cp =cos )1 , sp = sin j1.
Type I are those o bstacles that obstruct link It, Figure 5.
Since only link 11 is obstructed. we temporari ly ignore link 12 .
Point P is the location of a sensor on the arm that is sensing an
obstacle, and PM represems the sensing axis of that panic~tlar
sensor. where PM is perpendicular to 1! . Li ne segment PB is
perpe nd icular to 11 and lies in the pla ne that contains the z-axis
and link It. Let 13 dt:note the: angle between lines PB ;md PD.
and lr- distance between the o ri gi n and point P along the link 11 .
Safe motion of the arm fo r :.1 Type I obstacle in work space is in
a direction perpcndicubr to 11 and along the line CD. 1l1e local
norm:.tl ro obstacles or' th1s type can be found using tho.: !'ollowing
procedure.

By substituting (5) into (3) and solv ing fo r d8 1, d8 2 • d8 3 ,
find the derivative of the joint vector which defines the motion
needed to move point P along CD . 11ws the direc1ion of motion
is defined by the vector

(~::) =+~:,)

161

where}, and w arc constams.
The quantity}.. in (6) can be arbitrary because in tht: C:l\C at

5

hand link 12 is not obstruc ted. anu ,o it is free:

10

move.

T'1ereforc, 8 3 is free to swing in :my direction. anu d8 3 ~:111 ha\·e

Find 1he direction in conli!!uration space th:n will -::Juse P
move in the direc:ion of !\1: ·

any value. Instead of the angk )3, the sensor system wiil
actually provide another angle, 1)(., which describes the line P\·1.
the sensing axis, and reiatcs to

~

(

h.

(X)

c"'- )

space is vector n which is normal to

d8 ) = ( s"'c
d8
2
2
d83

-1 t~.

P; = J ~

,\

2

0
TI1 us. (9) is the lool normal of the tangent plane at the point
of contact with a Tvoe I obstacle.
. Type II arc those obstacles that obsmJct link !2 , as shown
in Figure 6. Line segment PB is perpendicular to I? and lies in
the plane that contains the z-axis and link !2; poims Pand \1 are
as detined above: line PM is pcrpcndicul::!r 12 ; line CD is
perpendicular to the line PM and lin k ! 2: 1)(. is the J ngle between

PB and PYI; and ~ is the :mgle between PB and CD. The :trm
can be moved safely (in work space) by moving the point P in
the plane that conta ins 12 and the line CD. Using forw:trd
kinematics, we C:l.Il find the coordinates of point P:

(I I Cz+ lpc(2-3))sl)
P = (It c2 + lrc<2-J)) C1
(

(10)

(11 S2 + !p S(2-3))

Differentiating P with respect to 8 , obtain the Jacobian of the
ann, where s(Z-J) = sin ( 8 2 · 8 3 ), c(2.J) = cos ( 8 2 · 8 3 )
1 2 =De P =
·

[

cl (1 1Cz + lpc(2-3)) ·S1 (11 c2 + lps (2JJ)

s 1lp s (2-3)

·S I (1 1C2 + lp c(2-3)) --c 1(!I C2 + lp C(2-3J)

C1 lp S(2-3)

0

(1 1 c 2 + lp c( 2 . 31)

· IP c( 2.3 )

]

Ill)
TI1e line segment PM is the normal of the tangent plane at the
contact point P in workspace:

-i·(

PM

c 1S-x + S1S(::-J) C,._))
s 1 s"' · c 1 s( 2.3 lccx.

(12)

c(2-3)c"Obtain two non-colinear vectors that arc perpendicular to line
PM. A convenient pair of vectors are. for example.
t1

J ·Cr2~3lc,_

l

\ s 1 s"'- c 1 s 12 _3l c"- ,

n=

= J 2 t 1 and to

-c"'(fc3+l)
p

(15j

I

Thus, (15) presents the local normal of the contact plane in
configuration space. One may ask why we couldn't have found
( 15) simply by tran sfom1ing the vector in (!2) to configuration
space. After all. doesn't the normal to the tangent plane in
workspace tra nsforms to the nom1 al of the tangent plane in
confi gura tion space? The answer is no, and the reason for that
is that the mapping from workspace to configu ration space is
nonconfonmtl. In other words, angles bet\veen iines :tnd planes
are not preserved by the mapping.
However, the plane in the configuration space spanned by
the vectors p 1 and p2 is indeed the tan gen t plane in that space.
TilliS, the normal vectOr in the configuration space can be found
directly, using vectors p 1 and p 2 - whic h produces vectOr n in
(15). Any motion in the configuration space perpendicu lar ton
is therefore safe.
T y pe III arc those obstacles that obstruct the ann wrist or
elbow, see Fi gu re 7. Here. line segment PB is perpendicular to
link 12 and lies in the plane that contains the z-axis and link 11;
the plane containin g points B, P, and R is perpendicular to link
12 . Notation: PR is the projection of PM on10 the plane
containing B, P, and R; the angle between BP and PR is 1)(., and
the angle between the plane BPR and PM is p. Finding the local
normal here is similar to the case of a Type II obstacle. except
now lP = 12 is substitu ted in the expressions for forward
kinematics and Jacobian calcubtion. First, find the dircction31
vector of PM:
· c 1 s"-cP+ st(c( 2. 3lsp· s(2.3) c"'cP))
s 1 s"'c P+ c 1 ( c 12 _3)sp· s(2.3 ) c"-cP)

PM=
(

(16)

s(2 .3 )sp+ c(2 .3) c"'cP

find two non -colinear vectors. ~ Jnd
(131

.[-

1

sa.(:; c 2 + c(2-3))

(9)

- c"'

-p

This vector is given as:

i~~n:lily, the nom1al t~the(~:l~e c):tion of vectors described by
n=

( l-+)

Point P cJn move anywhere in the plane spanned by r1 :!nd
We: can now use J2 ro find the directions of motion in
configuration space that would keep the arm in this plane. The
locJI normal tO the t:l.Ilgent plane Jt the point P in contigurarion

f2

Substituting (7) into (6) . obtain:
1

)

c"' (lp cl2-3) + lr c2)

as

=~ -

1)(.

s"'l"
0

_1 _
(
J~ PM=

tO

't;. c:.:ch r-crpendicul:.:r to P~l :

6

t1

- sc~·3 lsP-~"- c(Z-Jlc:>

=(

lo
c -, =- ~
It c,,
,_ ~l and c-. =± n I 2
in wh ich c:Jsc the loc::l nonna.i !xcomes

)

s 1 s"' cP -"- c 1 (c(Z-J) s P- c"' \:-J) c p)
- s<<-J) s P- c"' c <c-)) c P

~= (~)

(17)

)

(22)

to the

Obtaining the null vec ror sugges ts that any incremental
moti on of the ann c:Jn be conside red collision free. As alrc:!dy
described above, an incremental change of 0 2 and 0 3 can bt:
co nsidered safe because the plane that contains 11 and !2 is

(181

perpcndicul:u to PM. As for 0 1, because point P lies on the
z-axis. its motion is not affected by any incremental change of
0 1. Thus. an incremental change of 0 1 can be considered safe.
13y repeating the sensing and step planni ng phase after the
increm<::ntal move. proper collision free motion can be achieved.

Interestingly, the problem of singu!Jri ties that so often
pl:tgues various robot motion control techniques docs no t
present a difficulty here. lltis is because. Jlthough the Jacobian
is being used in the derivation of the normal vecrors. its
determinant can be factored out ;r~>cc< onlv the direction of the
nom1al vector, not its norm, is being used. ·

The sensor-based motion planning system presented here
senses obstacles by emitting amplitude modulated infrared light
and then sensing the reflected signal. Five hundred of such
sensors have been incorpor:Jted in the sensitive skin that covers
the surface of our arm manipulator. The problem of interpreting
d:Ha from this many sensors is handled by the step plan ning
al!!orithrn. which tran sfom1s th e sensor dJtJ into local tan!!ent
no-m1al s in the configuratio n space. Once thi s iniormation is
available. a global p:uh planning algorithm can then be used to
move the :trm through fre:: space. or to fol low the con tour of
obstacles th:u are encountered.

o

!-:=
(

- Ct S oc. C p

+

S 1 (c(Z- 3 ) Sp •

C oc. S (Z-~) cp)

Finall y, fo r a Type Ill obst:Jde the local
tan gem plane in the configuration space is:

s"'

norm:~!

(~ Cz + c(2-3))

n

Conclus ion

Handling Special Cases

Anoth er type of special case takes place when all the
co mpone nts of the normal vec tor n tum to zero. To consider
th is case, it is sufficient to assume th at onlv one sensor is
sensing an obstacle. First. we find the local normal of the
obstacle in the special case of ex.-=! n I 2. When this value of et. is
substituted into any of the expressions (9), ( 15), or ( 18), the
' " "'''"'

m

loc~ oomul hO>; :

1191

where u is a constant: :1ssume for the moment that u ~ 0. lltis
local normal implies th:Jt safe motion of the arm relative to the
obs tacles in th is situation must involve an
incremental
change of 0 2 and 0 3 only (see Figure 6). When et. = ± n I 2 the
plane that contains 11 and 12 is perpendicular to the line PM. and
th e arm c:J n move in that plane without collision with the
obst:Jcle.
Another special situation develops when the point P is on
the z-axis: then, the following relationship between 0 2 and 0 3
holds:
lp
c 2 = -I;" c<l-J)
(20)
In this case. the local

;:m(:6,il<af<hc followiog fo='

l2il

ll 2

where u 1 and u 2 are constants.
The ex pressions for local tangent arc al ways well defin ed
except in the case when both of the above situa tions occu r
si multaneously, thus when :

The sensor system. and the sensor interpretation algorithms
are the main contributions of this paper. Together with :1 global
path planning algorithm not presented here, they present the
major components of a system that allows :1 robot arm to operate
in a complex environment with unknown obstacles. Assemblv
of such a system is presently underway in the Robotic's
Laboratory of Yale University.
The :tuthors would like to thank Thorn Warmerdam from
Philips Laboratories in Briarcliff Manor, NY, who suggested the
ideJ of the switching synchronous detector.
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